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Abstract. In this paper we study the o-languages accepted by finite automata under a new type 
of accepting conditions which are based on whether the automaton enters all of its accepting 
states infinitely many times or not. We Investigate the classes of o-languages defined thereby in 
relation to other we&known sub&asses of the class of o-regular languages. 
0. Introduction 
In the study of o-regular languages, there is a variety of notions of acceptance 
for finite automata. Many studies have been focused on the subclasses of o-regular 
languages defined by finite automata under the following four types of acceptance 
[2, 4, 51. Let C be an alphabet, & a deterministic finite automaton over Z9 w an 
o-word, and r the run of & on W. Then the conditions for ti to accept w are defined 
as follows: 
(E) An accepting state of & appears in r. 
(E’) All states appearing in r are accepting states. 
(I) An acce@g state appears infinitely many times in r. 
(I’) All states appearing infinitely many times in r are accepting states. 
The class of o-languages defined by deterministic finite automata over C with the 
acceptance of type E (E’, I or I’) is denoted by E (IE’, 0, or 0 respectively). 
These conditions may represent certain properties of perpetual systems uch as 
operating systems. For example, condition ( ) requires that the system 
least one of the designated (or accepting) s 
words, at any point of time, it will certainly en 
In this paper, we consider other types of properties. They are based on whether 
a system enters all of the designated states infinitely many times or not. These 
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prop&es seem to be very important and need to be investigated for perpetual 
systems. From this point of view, we study the following two new types of accepting 
conditions for finite automata. 
(L) All accepting states appear infinitely many times in the run of SQ on w. 
(L’) An accepting state appears at most finitely many times in the run of d on w. 
The class of o-languages defined by deterministic finite automata over C with the 
acceptance of type L (L’) are denoted by (R’ respectively). 
Condition (L), when the set of accepting states is replaced by its complement, is 
lent to the condition (C2) defined by Saoudi [3]: All states appeanng at most 
finitely many times in the run of sll on w are accepting states. Our (L’) is same as 
the condition (Cl) in [3]. Note that we may also consider the following accepting 
conditions: 
(A) All accepting states appear in the Ron of SQ on w. 
(A’) An accepting state does not appear in the run of Sp on w. 
However, the class A defined by using condition (A) coincides with the class E, and 
hence A’ coincides with IE’. Indeed, A C_ E because condition (A) is represented by 
finite conjunctions of conditions of the form (E) and E is closed under finite 
intersections [S]. For lE c A, see the proof of Theorem 2.2. The automaton SQ’ 
constructed in the proof also A-accepts the o-language which is E-accepted by SQ. 
In Section 2, we study inclusion relations and show that IE s IL 5 I, B’s R’s U’, and 
R (R’) is incomparable with each of the classes tE’, R’, and II’ (E, 8, and I, respectively). 
It is also shown that for any finite automaton of L-acceptance, there exists an 
equivalent finite automaton of L-acceptance having only one accepting state. Hence, 
R is the class of o-languages accepted by finite automata of I-acceptance having 
only one accepting state. Similarly, R’ is the class of o-languages accepted by finite 
automata of Gacceptance with only one nonaccepting state. 
In Section 3, we show that R and IL’ are not closed under any Boolean operations. 
In Section 4, we study the class ML (ML’) defined by nondeterministic finite automata 
of L-acceptance (L’-acceptance, respectively). It is shown that IL’s JVR’ s II’, R s; JV’R 
and &R is incomparable with RR’ and E’. 
Let C be an alphabet, and C* denote the set of finite words over 2. The empty 
word is denoted by E. 
We call a mapping w : (0, 1,2,. . .} -3 C an o-word over 2, and write w = aoaIa2. . 
where w(n) = a, (n =0, 1,2 , . . .). We denote the set of o-words over C by Y, and 
we call a subset of P’ an o-language. For an o-word w and n ~0, we write 
]=w(0)w(l)w(2)...w( - 1). We define the concatenation wu of w and v for 
WEC* 2nd VfC” by wv=wv(cJ)v(l)v(2)..., and define WV for WC C* and 
l”zz” as usua at is, 
=(Wr;IWE VE V}. 
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We define the o-power of WC, C* as 
w”={w~w~w2...Iw~,w*,w2 ,... E W-(E)}, 
where wowI w2.. . means the o-word w such that wowI w2.. . w, is a prefix of w for 
all n. 
In this paper we fix an alphabet & and assume that C has at least two symbols. 
For a deterministic automation SQ = (S, 2, 8, so, F) over ere S is a finite set 
of states, SUE S, F c S, and 6 : S x 2 + S is the next-state function) and an o-word 
w, let 
qo = so, !?“+I = 6(g,, w(n)) (n =0,1,2,. . .). 
Then the run Run(&, w) of .$Z on w is defined by 
Run(sP, w) = qoqlq2..  . 
For a run r (= Run( &, w)), let 
Ex(r)={qcSIq=q” for some n}, 
Inf( r) = (q E S! q = qn for infinitely many n}. 
Then we define the following six nguages accepted by J& 
E(&)=(wEC”IE~(R~~(J$ w))r,F#@}, 
E’(J@={wEZ”(E~(R~~(~Q, VJ))G F}, 
I(&)=={w~P’IInf(Run(sP, w))n Ff@), 
I’(d)=(w~Z”IInf(Run(~, w))c- F}, 
L(d)={w~H”IF~1nf(Run(&, w))}, 
L’(J@={wEYIFsI~~(R~~(J& w))}. 
We denote by h (E’, IL , ” ’ I, 0’) the class of o-languages of the form E( &) (E’(d), 
L(d), L’(d), I(&), I’( J@, respectively) for some automation & over C. 
From the definition above, we can easily see that any set in the class B (I, IL) is 
the complement of a set in the class E’ (I’, IL’, respectively) and vice versa. All these 
classes defined above are included in the class R, of o-regular languages. (For the 
definition of an o-regular language, see [ 1, 4, 5,6]). 
Concerning to the four classes IE, IE’, II, and II’, the following inclusion relations 
have been proved in the literature. 
ewe .I (Cl, 2,4,m 
iu this section we mainly study inclusion platoons 
f. (1) is proved in the previous dkcussion. 
l&R. Hence, Ld. El 
Then L'(=Z"-L)E 
We show that B (B’) is included in e!y). 
(1) l&t. 
(2) lE'c,R'. 
f, Since (2) is a direct consequence of (I), we only show (1). Similar remarks 
Z, 8’, so, {s’}) such that 
is defined by 
, we construct he automaton 
Here s” E S, and the next-state function 6’ 
s,a) ifseF, 
ifsE F, 
for iaQ and SES. 
r any WE n( d, w )) n F # fit9 iff {s’} E Inf( Run( 
Next we show that the inclusion relations proved in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are 
proper and we sho some incomparabilities between the classes ‘, F, 
2.5 
(1) Ihe classes and 8’ are incomparale, 
(2) IIie classes ’ and IL we incomparable. 
Roof. X=(46) and A= ab*aZ”. It is known that E E [S]. Naw we show 
that A Suppose that A = L’(d) for an automaton ti 
o-words ab’ and V. Since both are not in t’( 
F G Inf( Run( &, ab”)) and F G Inf( Run( 
There exist integers i and j such that S(sO, ahi) = 6 
o-word biob”. Since this word is not in L’(d), F G 
that F G Inf(Run(sP, abiab”)). This is a cunttadicati 
included in IL’. By Corollary 2.4(2), B’ is not inclu 
ry 2.7. The clizsses 
ally, we show that 
the acceptin 
states is a singleton, 
automata of acceptan 
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For ewry deterministic auto 
t = (S’, -c,6’, s& (f ‘1) s 
6, so, F). If F = 
S’(s, 0) = s for 
if 1 ,..., f,,}, 1122. Let G=F {j;). 
(S’, i&6’, s;, {f '}) as follows* 
ere exists a 
). 
istic 
Then, w E L(M) i 
Runt ‘3 4 = (so, &KS,, 4). . &a, 4,). . l 
and there exist integers il < i2 < l l l such that for every k, (si,, Ai,) = (f, , G) iff 
Runt&, w) = sOsl . . .s,. . . and there exist integers i, < iz < l l l such that for every S 
F c &+l, l l l 9 sil;,, }iff wEL(&). 0 
tion. The class of o-languages accepted by automata of acceptance of type 
I) with a single accepting state is denoted by SL (SIL’, SU, respectively). 
The class of o-languages accepted by automata of acceptance of type I’ with a 
single non-accepting state (that is, automata of the form (S, X,6, so, S - {f})) is 
denoted by SK 
. c = SL = su. 
= SL is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.8 and the above 
w&Y and &=(SJ, &s,,(f)), {f)s Inf(Run(&, w)) iff 
, it follows that SIL = SO. 0 
. B ’ = SIL’ = SO’. 
t is easy to show that IL’= SIL’. To see that SIL’ = SD’, note that (f } G 
nf( Runt&, w)) G S - (f } for any w E C and automaton SA 0 
e 
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ot closed under union. 
iven in Fig. 2 and respectively. It is easily seen that 
L’(d). Since 6’ e Al u A*, there exists an integer n 2 1 sueh that &(s, b”) =$ F’urthk 
more, since b’W’ E Al u AZ, there does not exist an integer k such that S(JI a’) =f: 
This contradicts the fact that Q~ e At u A*. Cl 
Corollary 3.2. ‘the class IL is not closed under intersection. 
eorem 33. l7ie class IL’ is not closed under intersection. 
Proof. For C = {a, b}, let A, = a*bC” and A*= b*aC”. It can be easily see that 
L’(J#‘~) = Al and L’(J#*~) = A2 for automata J@ and &*I defined as follows: 
(1) J@’ = ({SO, SJ, -c, @‘I, so, {SOD, 
(2) 8ffC2’ = (G?o, 4119 29 SC*‘, qo, G?oD, 
:qhere Scrl and #*I are given in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively. 
Now assume that there exists an automaton SQ = (S, Z, 8, s, {f)) such that L’(d) = 
Al n Aa. Since a” e A, n A*, there exists an integer n 2 1 such that S(s, 0”) --$ For 
Fig. 2. 
a 
Fig. 3. 
Fig. 5. 
ord bq also not in Al n A*, there exist infinitely many on such that 6(s, 6”) =f: 
Then considering the word afib@ for the above n, f EI RunW, cr”b”)). This 
contradicts the fact that a”b’ E A, n AZ. Cl 
Corollary 3.4. ‘Ihe chss il. is not closed under union. 
3.5. ‘The classes L and 8’ ore not closed under complement. 
f. It is obvious from the incomparab “I;ty between L and IL’ (see Corollary 
2.7). n 
ete 
In this section, we investigate o-languages accepted by nondeterministic automata. 
For a nondeterministic automaton A! = (S, 2Z,rS, so, F) over C (where S : S x C + 
P(S)-(PI}) and o-word w, we write 
Run( )={rWIr=&S*s~..., s, E 6(s,_,, w(n - 1)) (n = 1,2,. . .)}, 
n element of Run( & w) is called a run of J$ on W. 
Now we define the following six o-languages accepted by A?: 
NE( &) = { w E 2”“ 1 there exists a run r in Run( .%?, w) such that Ex( r) n F # 8). 
) = {w E 2?” 1 there exists a run r in Run(& w) such that Ex( t) G F}. 
= {w E C” 1 there exists a run r in n(&, w) such that Inf(r) n F # f3}. 
w Ithere exists a run r in Run(&, w) such that Inf(r) G F}. 
conditions for auto ata on o-languffges 
included in H’. 
and that it is properly 
For C = {a, b}, define the nondeterministic automaton 
so, {q}), where 6 is given in Fig. 6. 
It is easily seen that NL’(&) = A, u A2 for the sets Ai and A2 defined in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1. Cl 
Fig. 6. 
Proof. For a nondeterministic automaton SQ = (S, 2, 6, qo, F) and s E F, define a 
nondeterministic automaton & tsl = (S, rC, 6, qo, S - {s}). Since &‘I is closed under 
union, 
NL’( Se) = u NI’(.s&,) E Ml’ = 0’. Cl 
SEF 
Theorem 4.3. The classes NIL’ and E are incomparable. Hence, NIL’s; 0’. 
f. For C = {a, b}, let A = b*ab*aC‘? EL We show that is not in 
Suppose that A = NL’( &) for a nonde 
Take the o-word w = b”, and consider the computation tr 
tree labeled with the elements in S, defined as follows: 
labeled with so, and if a node v of level n is labeled with a state s, then, for each 
s’ in 6(s, w[ n]), v has a 
and any path (i.e. ru 
mma, there exists an integer i su that, for every run r in 
that, for every run r in 
o-word w’ = b’abjab”. 
Run(&,b’ab”),F~{r(i+l),...,r(i+j+l)}.Nowtakethe 
Since W’E NL’(&), there exists a run r in Run(&, w’) such 
that F g Inf( r). But from the above discussion, for the run r, F G {r(O), . . . , t(i)} 
and Fs{r(i+l),..., r( r‘ +j+ 1)). Then there exist integers k and m such that 
0s k < i, 0~ m s j, r(k) = r( i+ rn + 1). Thus, for the o-word bkb j-"ab", the run 
r’=r[k]r(i+m+l)r(i+m+2)... is in Run( , b’bj’“ab”) and Fe Inf(r). This is 
a contradiction. Thus E g JW. Since ‘g IE by Theorem 2.31) and Theorem 4.1, 
the classes A’&’ and E are incomparable. Cl 
Fig. 7. 
Next we show that .A% properly includes Il. and is incomparable with II, 8’ and B’. 
.4. Fo~Z’={~,~),E*~“EJVIL. 
f. Let & = ({so, sl, sz}, 2, 6, so, {s,}) where 6 is given in Fig. 7. Then NL( &) = 
Pa” I7 . 
.5. ForZ=(a,b), a”ub”&hfL. 
f. Suppose that N (J@ = a0 u b” for a nondeterministic automaton SQ = 
(S, {a, b}, 6, so, F). Then, clearly, F # f#. Take o-words b” and a? Since both are 
contained in NL(d), there exist runs rl in Run@& b”) and r2 in Run(&, a”‘) such 
that F 5 Inf(r,) and F c Inf( r2). Then there exist integers i and j such that rl( i) = 
). Hence the run r’= r1[i]r2(j)r2(j+ 1). . . is in Run(&, biDlao) and F s Inf( r’). 
1s is a contradiction. Cl 
e class AU properly includes Il. 
(2) 7%e classes NIL and IE’ are incomparable. 
(3) l%e classes NIL and 0 are incomparable. 
(4) e classes NIL and 0’ are incomparable. 
et C = {a, b}. Since Pa” L 0 [S], we have that Pa” E NIL -0 c_ NIL -IL, 
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(2): Note Q~ v 6” E 
incomparable (Theorem 2. 
): From (l), C*a” E NIL -0, ano from (2), II -NIL # 0. 
): From (2), II’- M. # 0. Since 9’ and L are incomparable (Coroliary 2. 
Jvn-0’#0. 0 
Finally, we summarize the results about inclusion relations. 
l%e relations pecified above ate only inclusion tealtions between the nine classes, 
except B s 0’ and E’S; 0. 
Proof. We have already proved most part of the theorem, and the remaining parts 
are obtained as immediate corollaries. Cl 
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